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1. A B S T R ACT
-1
A series of typical welded corner connections for struc-
tural frames were tested in a manner that would simulate a relatively
infrequent form of loading - a moment loading that tends to open
the connecting arms. The possibility of weld fracture is thus
increased.
Does this form of loading constitute a possible limita-
tion on the application of plastic analysis to structural design?
The report shows that it does not. With sound welding and suit-
ably-designed joints, the desirable strength, stiffness, and
reserve in ductility may be achieved; thus a satisfactory connec-
tion for welded rigid frames is assured&
'"\,
/
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2" L'N T ROD 'UC·'T'r·O.:·N""·· .' ','
"
the abil:i.ty of viTelded knees in rigid frames to meet one of the
possible design requirements" If the l@ading 0n a struGtural
frame is sU$h th0t the forces tend to "0pen" the joint" will the ~
cpnnection exhibit adequate strength, stiffness;; and reserve 'of
ductility?
The studies were carried out as part of a program
being sponsored at Lehigh University by the American Institute
of Steel Construotion, Bureau of Ships;;. Bureau of Yards p.nd
Docks, and Welding Research Council. Several previous progress
reports (1, 2) have described the results of studies into the
strength of vlelded continuous frames and the:Lr components \lfith
particular reference to plastic action D A portion of that pro-
gram has dealt vLLth portal frames of the type shown j.n Fi.g" 1'.1.
In particular, Ref., 2 has described studies of straight .'. tapered)
Fig. AI: Portal Frame
--'--"")(
~
Fig.A2; Connection
T'y.pes
C:;':)1y.pres s :Lon
Loading
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t:nd, curved 'corner .cor1neet1mS fCDr' ,theae frames (Fig e A2 ) tested in such
~".
a way that the joints closed under the action of the forces.
This is termed "compression" loading and is shown in Fig. A3~
The present report considers the case in which the forces open
the joint (Fig. A4) and is called "tension" loading.
2.1 RIGID FRAME BEHAVIOR
The current studies at Lehigh University, mentioned
above, together with the work at Brown university(3) and at
Cambridge University in England (4) reflect the pr~s~nt inter~st
in the strength of steel frames loaded beyond the elastic limit.
The maximum strength of a steel frame may quickly be determined
by a knowledge of the plastic behavior of components. Plastic
-', theory assumes' that as the load increases a plastic hinge*'.':Corms
at- the point of maximum moment; as load is further increased,
,
w
hinges form at other critical ~1Dna until the entire structure
(or a segment 0f it) is unable to carry more load due to the
formation of plastic hinges at a sufficient number of cross-sections.
Applicati0n of plastic analysis to structural design results in
a balanced design of a more econ0m1cal frame, proportioned with
less desigucm'fice effort (5) •
Further discussion of plastic analysis and design may
be found in the references previously cited. The important point
to be kept in mind is that the ability of a steel frame to reach
its computed maximum load depends upon the ability of the component
parts to form plastic hinges. Some of these hinges may be eaused
by "tension" loading of corner connections.
* A plastic hinge is characterized by rotation of a cross-section
through a considerable angle while the moment remains SUbstantially
. constant.,
~l
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2 y 2 LOADS ON RIGID FRAMES
A study of typical frames and their loading shows that
in almost all cases, the typical loading is compression loading
(joint being closQd). "Tension" loading is highly unlikely in
<',
portal frames, and even if it does exist, the ability of the
knee to carry high values of this tension loading is not required
for the development of maximum strength.
For gravity loads the joint in a portal frame tends
to close under increasing loads. Due to lateral load acting
alone on a frame~ moments of opposite sign exist at the two knees
of the frame; one of the knees is under IItension" loading and
the other is under compression. However, when the two loading
\ systems are combined, then in most structures the final moments
are a high compression at the one knee and a lesser compression
or modest tension at the other.
The crown of a sharply-peaked gabled roof is an example
of a tension-loaded connection. ,Heavy structural U-shaped'hangers
are another example, and of course blast forces could create
tension loading in ordinary building structures.
A few specific examples will now be considered. In
Figo 1 a frame is shown with a span equal to twice the column
height and loaded with vertical and side load. For Case I in
which H is less than V (typical for wind loading)pthere-entrant
corner at B is in compression.. Not until H = V does full tension
loading develop there. The formation of a tension hinge is
shown at Joint B for Case III (H> V).. Thus, the necessary
205C.15 -5
The frame of Fig. 2 has, perhaps, a more realistic
ratio of span length to column height (3 to I). The coneentrated
loads shown at the third points simulate uniform loading~ For
these proportions and for normal wind and roof loads, the ratio
of horizontal load, H, to vertical load, V, is about 1 to 9~
The moment diagram is shown in Fig. 2(b) at first yield (dotted)
and at the ultimate load (solid). For the latter case the
plastic meehanism is as shown in Fig. 2(c). For normal wind load
the windward corner is still loaded in compression. A tension
hinge will not form until H/V = 1.5, or in other words, until
.'
the side load is nearly fifteen times that normally due to wind!
Even for the rather unusual frame proportions shown
in Fig~ 3~ the windward corner is SUbjected to only a moderate
tension. From the bending moment diagrams of this frame it is
apparent that the second plastic hinge will occur in the beam
away from the knee under "tension".
-, Although the o(f~mTence of plastic "tension" loading
in structures is improbable, a few tests are desirable because
of the special cases already mentioned in which the attainment
0f maximum plastic strength of the structure depends upon proper
performance of knees loaded in tension.
205C.15
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The general requirements imposed on continuous conaec-
tions by implied or stated assumptions have been discussed pre-
viOusly(2). The basic requirements for oonnections to resist
"tension" are the same:
"(a) The knee must be capable of resisting at the corner
the full plastio moment, MpJ of tRe rolled sectionsjoined.
J'(b) For straight knees the stiffness (or fJrigidity,r)
should be at'least as great as that of an equivalent
length of the rolled sections joined. Depending upon
the proportions of the frame and the deflection limita-
ttons, additional flexibility in the knee may not be
objecttonable so long as requirement (a) is satisfied
withir' the .limit established in (c) below.
"(c) The knee may be. required to absorb further rota-
tions at the near-maximum moments after reaching the
plastio hinge oondition. This property has been termed
"rotation capaoity". The precise requirement depends on
the degree of restraint, the loading, and the length-
depth ratio of the portal beam•
"The above requirements may be summarized for a
squat'e ,knee by stating that it must be as stiff and as
strong in bending as an equivalent length of rolled
section, with adequate rotation capacity as governed
by degree of restraint, loading, and proportions of
members. " .
Tension at the re-entrant corner of the knee" imposes·
a more severe requirement on the performance of the welds at that
point because combined stresses in tension are present. Whereas
under compression it would be expected that the strength of the
knee would be limited by instabilitYJ the limit of tension load-
ing might be the onseto!' weld fracture.
a.
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2.4 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
With the above requirements in mind, the objectives
i of this inve~tigationwere the following:
To. obtain information on the strengths and rigid-
ities of variotls types of knees when loaded in tension.
b. To compare the results with those obtained in the
former compression tests(2).
c. To investigate whether or not weld failure would
be a limitation in the design of knees when sUbjected
to tension loadings.
The pI'evious analyses (2) for elastic-limit strength,
for deformation in the elastic range, and for plastic moment
capacity are as valid for tension loading as they are for com-
_' pression.
205C.15
3. DES C RIP T ION o F F].'ESTS
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The following is a short descrlptien of the specimens
used, the test set-up, instrumentation, and test procedure.
The knees tested in this program are of Type 2, 2B, 4,
5A, 8E, 15, and 16. Table I summarizes the tests conducted.
,
,-,
, ,
~
Specimens A to M are the same specimens;that were tested in com-
pression as described in Ref. 2 and as shown in Fig. 8 and 9
therein. These specimens were tested in tension, wltheut being
straightened after the prior compression tests. Since all the
connections had buckled previously and were permanently deformed
both locally and laterally, one would expect their behavior to
be somewhat different from a prime connection. Specimens V and
W(which are identical to specimen K(2) and of type 8B)are prime
connections that were tested in compression and tension in order
to:
(a) determine any differences between prime and
previously strained connections when tested in tension,
and"
(b) compare the behavior of identical prime members
,under compression and tension loads.
Connection V was first tested in compression and then in tension,
whereas Connection Wwas tested in tension only. To distinguish
between the compression test and the sUbsequent tension test of
the same connection V, the compression test is labeled as Vc
and the tension test as V. The prime tension test is labeled W.
All connections were proportioned to join two 8B13
rolled shapes. Since there were two sets of tests (A-M and Vc ,
205Ce15
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V$ and W), there were two lots of material (designated I and II
in Table l)e Average section properties for the two lots of
8B13 shapes are shown in Table 2e
The results of the physical property tests are shown
in Table 3e These were standard tension tests carried out at a
slow laboratory strain rate. Dimensions of the coupons were
determined with the aid of a micrometer.
Connections A to Mwere tested at Lehigh University
in an 800,OOO-lb. screw-type machine. The specimens were set
with legs at 45 degrees with the horizontal and loaded through
interchangeable loading fixtures bolted at each end of the speci~
men. The loads were transmitted through a 3-in. pin ltlelded to
the loading fixture to a pair of plate links with 3 1/4~in.·and
'_ 6 ·1/4-in. holes. A 6-in. pin was secured to each head of the
machine to pull the specimens through the links. Fige 4 is a
diagrammatic sketch of the links and the deflection dial.
Fig. 5 shows the links and a specimen after testing. No lateral
support was provided to the specimens tested at Lehigh.
Identical experimental test set-ups were used for
Connections V and Wwhich were tested at the University of Texas
in a 400,OOO-lb. screw-type machine. For specimen Vc, tested
in compression, the test set-up is the same as ~hat described
in a.prior paper (.6) • Specimens Vc and W (tested in compression
and in tension, respectively) were iaterally supported by two
pairs of flexible bars which were anchored to rigid supports
furnished by two 8WF17 beams clamped to the outside of the test-
ing machine columns at the level of the knee. Specimen V (which
-10
had already been tested in compression) was tested in tension
without lateral supports.
,.': ,
\l.
The usual practice was to apply loads in 2-kip incre-
ments in the elastic range. This increment was decreased when
yielding commenced. Beyond the elastic limit "plastic creep"
. occurred, and thererore derormation gage readings were not taken
~ until the connection had stabilized.
In certain cases, the test set-up was somewhat crude.
'The use or lateral support was generally abandoned; ir lateral
support had been provided.. the strength or the connections pro-
bably would have increased. However, it was considered that
should the tests indicate satisractoryperrormance when tested
in this simple manner, the procedure would be justiried since
compression loading is the more usual and critical case.
-11
DIS C U S S IONl\. N D.RESULTS
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The l"esults of the tests are shown in Figs. 6 to 18
and are summarized in Table 4 and in Fig. 19. The data has been
arranged pril.narily accor~ing to connection type. Figs. 6 to 11
c·::wer the straight connections, Figs. 12 to 15 show the results
of tests on the tapered haunches, and Figs. 16 to 18 include the
curved knees.
4.1 STRAIGHT CONNECTIONS
'.'
(1) Connections Vc, V, W
In Fig. 6 the curves of moment at the knee vs deflec-
tion measured across the assembly are given for specimens Va,
~ and V. These are all type 8B connections with web stiffener
omitted over the column flange. The tests were carrled out at
Texas to supplement the prior Lehigh tests A to M. A simplified
theoretical deflection curve is also drawn, based on methods
al1"eady developed in Part, II of Hef. 2"
Comparison of the prime compression test (Vc) with
the prime tension test (W) shows almost identical behavior.
The strengths are sUbstantially the same (555 a.nd 565 in-kips).
The tension test is only slightly stiffer than the compression
test and even this small difference probably would have dis-
appeared had the moment values been corrected for change in
distance from the line of force to the center of the knee as
the specimen deflected. Both Vc and Wwere somewhat more flex-
ible than the simple theory predicts. The moment at the knee
is obtained by multiplying the load, P, by the prependicular
205C.15
distance measured from the center of the knee (intersection of
center of gravit;y lines of column and girder) to the line of
force. 'Ihis distance gradually b.ecomes greater for specimens
under compression loads and becomes smaller for those under
tension loads.
-12
IJ'he difference in behavior of a "prime It tension test
and one tested first in compression and then in tension is shown
in Fig. 6 by a comparison of V and W. Specimen V, tested in
tension after having been previously tested in compression as
Vc, carried a higher maximum moment (Mh = 625 in-kips against
565 in-kips for W), and was considerably more flexible than prime
member W. The curve for Connection V departs from linearity
sooner than the other two connections due to the Bauschinger
\
effect (localized residual stresses due to the prior compression
yielding). The increase in strength may be due, in part, to
hardening by virtue of the prior con~ression.
In both Connections V and W the first weld failures i !'
occurred at about the same moment value; but V went on to carry
i.ncreased load, whereas W collapsed rather quickly. The most
probable cause for this difference is better welding on V than
on W. Another contributing factor might be the presence or
absence of lateral support. V was not supported laterally; W
was. By increasing the general stiffness of the entire assembly,
fracture tendency is increased. It seems, however, that difference
in weld quality is the more likely explanation.
* As will be discussed later, in some cases weld cracks were
scarcely visible and did not alter the behavior; in others
they progressed and led to final collapse.
205C.15
These connections were detailed just like Connection
K. By compari~on with Fig. 23 of Ref. 2, it will be seen tha;l;
the behavior of the compression test (Vc ) was almost identical
to Connection K.
, ~,
., JI..)
,-
....
All three connections shown in Fig. 6 reached the
computed Mp value. There was a considerable reserve of strength
beyond the first weld crack.
In the figures the points of first yield (y)~ local
buckling (L), weld crack (C)~ and weld fracture (F) have been
indicated by the appropriate symbols. With regard to yielding,
the two prime connections show the typical behavior of local
yielding at about 1/3 to 1/2 of the computed yield load. Local
buckling of flange edges was observed by eye •
Weld cracks occurred in specimens Wand V. However,
in the case of W, weld failure started after the initiation. of
local bucklip~. On all of the connections~ weld quality left
something to be desired. The connections performed so satis":
factorily, hm'lever~ that the effect of defective welds would not
have limiteq, the ability of a frame to carry the computed loads.
Fig. 7 shows Connection Wat the end of the test. One
crack started at the inside column flange and propagated con-
siderably into the web of the column; the other failure was in
the diagonal stiffener attachment at the inside corner. This
was the only connection to fail at the diagonal stiffener con-
nection" The fact that yielding due to shear force occurred in
the web that had been stiffened with the diagonal plate is further
evidence for the need of this element. Fig. 8 shows connection
..
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V at the end of the test. The extensive yield in the web and
local buckling of the exterior flange shows that the fract'U~=,e
d:1.d not limit the carrying capacity of the knee. Fig. 21 shows
by sketch the location of weld fractures.
(2) Connections A, K, L, M
Fig. 9 gives the moment-deflection curves for the
four square knees A, K, L, and M. For these specimens (as well
as those that follow) the moment arms used were corrected for
the change in distance between the center of. the knee and the
line of applied forces due to deformation. Table 4 summarizes
the strength of the four knees.
Fig. 9 shows that the behavior of the four connections
was similar up to the point of fracture. By comparison with
the theoretical curve it is seen that no fracture occUI~red at
a moment less than the plastic hinge moment, Mp, except for
Connection A (the one involving the most difficult weld). The
strength in tension was greater than the compressive strength
(except1.ng A). The maximum strength of K compares rather well
with its companion, V.
The best characteristics were exhibited by Connecti~n
L~ although there is little difference from M. Yielding at
relatively low loads due to the Bauschinger effect is also in
evidence in these tests.
Loc~l buckling (see "L" in Fig. 9) is delayed in com-
parison with~the compression tests. Fig. 20 indicates why local
buckling is' more critical for compression than for tension.
205C.15
Under compression loading (20-a) local buckling would occur at
-15
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lower moments because compression flexural strains are added to
direct strains in compression; under tension loading (20-b),
the compression flexural strain is reduced by the superimposed
tensile direct strain. Local buckling should therefore occur
at a higher resultant moment when the loading is in tension.
The table in Figure 20-c confirms this.
Figs. 10 and 11 show ~10na A and K,at the end of
the test. Cracks which developed in both connections at the
re-entrant corner are visible. As was usually the case, first
fracture did not cause immediate collapse. This came at higher
load as the crack opened up and propagated to the web of the
beam. As summarized in Table 4, and as described in more detail
in Table 5, the weld quality was at best only fair in all of
the connections. ,There was poor penetration and there were
numerous inclusions 0 With regard to Connection K (Fig .'11) the
external weld was good; but the penetration was poor on the
weld at the opposite ,side.
Summarizing the behavior of these straight connections,
if high "tension" load is expected, then Connection A seems the
least desirable detail of the group. The rest of the connections
exhibit no limitati~n to plastic design of ordinary structures
due to the fractures that sUbsequently occurred.
402 TAPERED HAUNCHES
(1) Connections D, E, F
Fig. 12 shows the moment -deflection curv'es for these
three connections. Concerning the theoretical values, the haunch
205C.15 -16
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moment at first yield, Mh(y), includes the effect of axial thrust.
The haunch moment at plastic yield of the rolled section$ Mh(p),
does not.
As shown in Table 4, the strength in tension was con-
siderably greater than the strength in compression. On the average
the increase amounted to more than 25%. The weld quality seemed
somewhat better (Table 5). No fractures occurred below the yield
I
load nor below Mh(p); thus there is no limitation 'to plastic design
due to these fractures. Connection F did not fracture at all.
In Fig. 12, the moment value at observed lateral buckling
is designated by "LA". Actually in any given test it is often
difficult to distinguish between local and lateral buckling. Does
local buckling'cause lateral buckling or is local crippling the
result of lateral deformation? Both lead to collapse, and in
these specimens" buckling of one type or the other preceded frac,ture.
Due to the fact that the "notch" is less severe in the
"450 -bracket" type than in the straightconnectiqns, fracture
tendency is less pronounced. There was no sudden collapse due to
weld failures in these specimens, the maximum load always being
greater than the cracking load.
In Fig.. 13 the weld failure and the .local buckling of
the compression flange of Connection D are shown. Connections
'\
E and Ffailed primarily by local and lateral buckling; . Fig. 14
shows Connection F at the end of the test.
.~
, '
.
, .
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(2) Connections Band C
Fig. 15 shows the moment vs deflection curves for
haunched connections Band C. As with the previously-discussed
connections, the strength in tension was greater than the com-
pression strength (Table 4). Connection C developed a moment
greater than that necessary to meet plastic hinge requirements.
Although the strength of Connection B exceeded the computed
yield value, it' did not quite reach the plastic moment value; it
did not fracture.
Both connections failed by local and lateral buckling
of the outer (compression) flange. The weld crack did not affect
the strength of Connection C since buckling preceded it •
4.3 . CURVED KNEES (SPECIMENS G, H, I j ,:r-1:
Fig. 16 gives the moment-deflection'curves for these
four connections. The comparison in Table 4 shows that the
curved knees developed strength in tension just about equal to
those in the prior compression tests (Within 4% for G, H, and I).
There is a most adequate reserve of strength above first yield.
Comparison of Fig. 16 with Fig. 44 of Ref. 2 indicates that the
deformation behavior in tension was also ,quite similar to that
in compression.
All four curved knees failed by local and lateral
buckling. Some cracks of minor importance developed in Hand
I at the end of the knees where the rolled sections were welded
to the built-up portions, and in J at. the radial stiffeners;
but all these weld "failures" were insignificant and did not
,.,
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contribute to the failure. As Fig. 16 shows, buckling occurred
prior to fracture.
Fig .. 5 shows Connecticm G at'the end of the test.. The
localized yielding and the lateral buckling which brought about
the final collapse of this connection are evident. Fig. 17
shows specimen I after failure and at the end of the test.
Connection J is shown in Fig. 18.
4.4 STRENGTH OF CONNECTIONS
As mentioned previously, Table 4 presents a summary
of the strength of the connections tested in this series and
subjected to tension loads. Fig. 19 is a summary of the moment
vs deflection curves for all of the connections tested and is
presented on a non-dimensional basis'. In every ease the maximum
observed haunch moment was greater than the computed yield value;
as Fig. 19 shows, the reserve above first yield is more than
adequate in most eases. Further, in every case except Connection
A, the strength in tension was at least equal to and in most
cases greater than the strength in compression (Table 4)0 The
average increases were 11% for the straight ~onnections, 27% for
the 450 -bracket connections, 8% for haunched connections Band C,
and 3% for the curved knees.
A comparison with the computed haunch ,moments to give
the plastic moment at the extremities of, the haunch (Table 6,
• _ .,.~J.
Part III, Ref. 2) shows that except for ConnectioQs A and B, the
full ,plastic moment strength was developed.
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The limitation on strength was either local and lateral
buckling or weld fracture. The results show that the 'design of
Connection A is poor and that Connection B should be proportioned
,
with a thicker ipner flangej but otherwise neither' the lacal
,
buckling nor the weld fractures could be considered as a limita-
tion on use of these knees. The necessary strength was developed
prior tollfailure ll •
~.5 RIGIDITY OF C0NNECTIONS
Most of the members tested in tension exhibited non-
linear behavior at lower loads than in the previous compression
tests. , This is due to the Bauschinger effect j in no way does'
it constitute any limitation in the use of these connections in
,. design.
With regard to rotation capacity, the performance,
mereta all nor'mal design requirements. In the curved and hau.:nched '
connections none is required. Some'of the straight connections .
2h~w little rotation capacity, but in ordinary structures rotation
capacity "in tension" is not mandatory as such a hinge 1s u.su.ally
one of the last to·form.
4.6 PERFORMANCE OF WELDS
The chief difference Oetween. the 'tension' and' the com-
pression behavior 1s that fractures of the weld occurred in the
fermer. This fracture is due in part to stress concentrations
and the presence of multi-axial stresses; but pr'imarily it was
due to poor welding. Table 5 summarizes observations made in
connection with the welding of the various joints.
2050.15 -20
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In three of the connections there were no weld failures
whatever (B, F,G). In six of' the connections cracks ocourred
(designated by nCR in some of' the figures -- the connections in-
volved were V, E, C, H, I, J). In no case did these cracks develop
further nor did they influence the behavior in any way. Fractures
eecurred in the remaining six tests (A, K, L, M, W, D). Five of
these were straight connections and one (n) was a bracketed Joint.
Of these. six Joints, fracture was not accountable for the final
failure of Land D (Fig. 13) because local and lateral buckling
were also involved in the collapse. The sudden collapse due to
fracture of A, ~, K, andM is evident ~rom Fig. 19•. As may be
seen from Fig. 19 only Connection A fractured at a moment leas
than the yield moment. There is a "reserve" strength above the
fracture moment in most cases.
As is clear from Table 4 and Table 5 there is a direct
correlation between weld quality or soundness and the tendency
to fracture. So~dwelds did not fail in spite of severe stress
concentrations.Poo~welds (led to fractures. Had all of the
.• ...... 1.';
welds been.$ound, it is reasonable to suppose that none of' the
-.-.;
connections would have failed due to weld fracture.
In those connections which failed due to weld·fracture,
the prime cause was lack of penetration. All of the failures
were ·of the shear (ductile) type except for those cases where
penetration was apparently p00r·.
As was mentioned above; only in the case of Connection
A was weld failure a limitation in the use of the knee. In all
other cases of fracture, the necessary design requirements had
been achieved prior to weld failUre.
..
2050015
More recent tests on 12- and 14-ino straight connec-
tions (to be reported upon later) have been conducted with no
fractures whatevero
~21
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The following summarizes 'the results of this study of
connections loaded in such a way that the inside, or re-entrant,
corner is in tension (that is, "tension loadingtt):
10 . The formation of hinges due to tension loading inusua~
engineering structures is~ unlikely. (Figs. 1-3).. Thus
the requirements of strength and reserve ductility are not
as stringent for tension connectio~,~ as for those loaded in
compression.
2. The stiffness ,of connections in tension, is comparable
/
to that in compression.
3. . Except for Connection A, all of the connections were
stronger in tension than in compression, even though cracks
or fractures occUrred, in many of them. (Table 4)
4. t: The first crack did not cause inwediate collapse. In
almost every case there was a reserve of strength after
initiation of a crack (up to 36%).
5,.· . With but a few exeeptions the mode of failure of the
connections under tension loading was similar to that ob-
served in the compression tests. Ordinarily fractures were
of less pronounced influence than the local and lateral
buckling that produced final failure.
6.' t.'~The weld quality on the straight knees (A, K, L, M, W,
V) was,generally poor, and there was a direet correlation
between weld soundness and fracturing. It is reasonable
to expect that had the welding been sound, none of the
fractures would have oecttrveQ.. In more recent tests on
Jlarger connections~ no fractures whatever have occurred.
205C.15
7. , Only Connection A fractured at a moment less than the
yield moment (Fig. 19). In most cases there is a con~
siderab1e and adequate "reserve" above computed yield •.
.' There is a correlation between fracture tendency and
magnitude of stress concentration.
80 These results show that, even with poor welds, plastic
design of rigid frames would be no more limited by the
fractures than would elastic design. Except for Connec-
tion A, neithe~ would the fractures be a limitation to
elastic design. With good quality of welding, these
connection types would constitute suitable designs even
for those special cases that require the formation of a
tension hinge.
-23
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This report bas been prepared as a result of research
Qarried out at Lehigh University in the Fritz EngineerlngLabora~
,tory. Wm., .J." Eney ,is Director of the Laboratory and Head of the
Department ot Civil Engineering and Mechanics. ,The work was done
" ,'as ,part ofa ,larger program on Welded Continuous Frames, and, Their ,
Components being supervised by the Lehigh Project Subcommittee
of the Structural Steel Committee, Welding Research Couneil.
Apart of the work on this "tension connection" study
was ,done' at the University of Texas as an outgrowth of studies
commenced at Lehigh0
The writers wish to express their sincere appreciation
to T. R. Higgins" chairman of the Lehigh Project Subcommittee
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"members of the Fritz Laboratory staff in the preparation of this
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.,
A =
b =
"e·1 =
d =
E =
Est =
RtF II
=
H =
I =
"Lu =
"LA" =
M =
Mh{i"), =
Mh(p) =
,Mh(y) =
'Mh(4) =
Mp =
My =
s =
t =
V =
w =
"Y" =
Z =
Est =
€y =
(J =
auy =
C1y =
Area of Cross-section
Flange width
Weld Cr'aek
Depth of section
Young's modulus of elastiGlty
Strain-h~rden1ngmodulus = ~IdEst
Weld Failure
Horizontal load
Moment of inertia
Local buckling
Lateral buckling
Moment
Compu'ted yiald momen.t
Ha:u..11.ch moment at plastic yield of the rolled sectiom.
Theoretical haunch moment at first yield
Maximum observed haunch moment
Full plasti~ moment
Moment at which yield point is reached in i'lexil.re
Sectionmodulus p ~
Flar~e thickness
Ver-t1cal load
Web thickness
First yield
Plastic modulus
Strain at strain-hardening
Strain at upper yield point
Normal stress
Upper yield point
Yield stress level
2)5C.15
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Table 1
Test Pro~
-
Where
--
Lateral MaterialConnec-
Type (a) Type of Prior Rolledtions Tested - Test Condition ' Section Su.Wort Designation
--
Joined
. -
A 2 Lehigh Tension Tested in 8Bll.3 No I
compression
13 ZB 8m..3 No I
C 15 81313 No I
D 4 81313 No I
E 4 8m3. No I
F 4' 8m3 No I
G 5A. 81313 No I
H 5A. 8m3 No I
I 5A. 81313 No I
J 5A. 81313 No I
K 813 81313 No I
L 813 81313 No I
~Ir ,Ir ,Ir
M 813 - 81313 No I
Vc 813 Texas Compres~ Prime 81313 Yes II
sion
V 813 Texas Tension Tested in 81313 No II
compre ssion
W 813 Texas Tension Prime 8m3 Yes II
-.
(a) Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. 2 classify connections into Types.
ABC D E F G H i: J K,'V,W L M N P
I? rsPWG? ~ ~!fP."~ ~·F ~ F~~
/
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·Tab1e 2
Section Properties of Test Specimens (8Bl3)
Material d b w t A Ix Sx Z:&::3
Desigila:ti6ri. in. in. in. in. in. 2 in. 4 in. 3 in.
Handbook 8.00 4.000 0.230 0.254 3.83 39.5 9.88 11.351$1
I Measured 8.063 4.031 0.237 0.266 3.993 42.0'7 10.42 12.006%Variation +0.'788 +0.'7'75 +3.04 +4.'73 +4.26 +0.651 +5.4'7 +5.'78
II Measured 8.0'7 4.06 0.231 0.25'7 3.96 42.1 10.44 11.95%Variation +0.875 +1.50 +0.435 +1018 +3.39 +6:.58 +5.68 +5.28
i!4 ZA' computed from properties of split tees,equaJ.s twiCe the area of the tee times
the distance from stem to centroid.
,/
/
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Table 3
Summary of Coupon Test Results
Coupon
Type of
Test
Upper
Yield
Point
(1uy
(psi)
,Yield
Stress Elastic
Level Strain
cry E;y' '
(psi) (in7in)
PlastiC,
Strain
€st
(in/in)
Strain
Hardening
Modulus
Est(psi)
Flange Average
Mill ,Report': Tension
0.0170
0.0171
0.0165
0.0169
0.0021
0.0019
0.00210
0.00195
0.0020
0.00145'
0.00321
0.00190
0.004
0.0037 0.0181 431~OOO
0.0027 0.0232 ' '385,000
0.0017 0.0247 594,000
0.0027 0.0220 470,000
Strength - 66,260 psi
I* (Lehigh)
45,400
51,300
42;600
49,700
47,200
41,300
42,200
43,200
42,600
40,100
41,300
41,600
41,800
Tensite
46,600
55,300
43,'700
50,300
49,000
41,500,
43,300
43,300
42 600, ,
40,100
41,600
41,600
42,000
44,470
: Tension
Tension
'Tension
Tension
Material Designat,ion
Web Average
Tension
Tension
Tension
Tension
Tens,ion
Tension
Tension
Al-3
Al-4 '
A2-3
A2-4
B-1
B-2
B-3
8B13 Shape
Al-l
Al-2
A2-l
A2-2
Web Average
Tension
Tension
Tension
Tenf3ion
Tension
Tension
Flal1;ge Average
Mill R~port: Unknown
1"
,t-t-
€st€
y
----lIl----r------i~~S t51,900
45,800
43,800
47,900
47,000
43,800
45,500
45,600'
Material, ,Designation I1* (Texas)
, . i
Tension 54,400
Tension 47,700
Tension 53,500
BB13 Shape
A4
A5
B4 I
1.rl\1. .. I
2 - .A.l-3 ¥"8 ];2-3_ Al-1
. A2-1
·,1
f2--22~ ~:
A :It. fl:t [2! It,;c:=:::::::....::=~~QI_8
,1 k
1 11
A5
B-1 B-2 130-3
I G·
TI
t;jl
£4 ~ 1~:84 11"16 16
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T~b1e 3 (Cont.)
'Summary of Coupon Test Results
605,00039,500 38,500 0.00172 0.0180
Upper Yield Strain
Type of Yield Stress Elastic Plastic Har:dening
Coupon Test Point Level Strain Strain Modulus
cruy cry Ey Est Est(psi) (psi) (in/in) (injin) (psi)
.
e Material Material Designation 1* (Lehigh)
P1-1 Tension 35,700 32,400 0.00128 000200 472,000
Pl-2 Tension 33,600 32,800 0.00126 0.0179 560,000
Pl-3 Tension 32,700 32,300 0.00100 0.0180 510,000
Pl-4 'Tension ij3,800' 33,200 0.00107 0.0200 465,000
P2-1 Tension .. 2,700 42,400 0.00180 0.0118 643,000
P2-2 Tension 41,300 40,800 0.00180 0.0185 1,130,000
P2-3 Tension 43,700 42,300 0.00130 000H:35 417,000
P2-4 Tension 44,100 43,300 0000205 0.0197 72e,000
P3-1 Tension 46,700 46,200 0.00260 0001e8 436,000
P3-2 Tension 46,500 45,600 0.00155 0.0195 506,000
C-1 Tension 38,600 38,600 0.0025 0.0168 560,000
C-2 Tension 40,200 39,500 0.0015 0.0210 546,000
D-1 Tension 36,700 35,000 0.0020 0.0162 893,000
D-2 Tension I 37,100 35,500 0.0024 000160 606,000
Average of all
Plate Material
Plat
!'"
Mill Report: Unknown
* ,I - Heat Number 34Y532
, II - Heat Number Ul'l.known ~ rs:usJ $~ Rolling
C-l, C-2, D-1, D-2
11 ill 1[\
l.-
-.
::r~P2-2 16" I"l:'-- .....
P2-1 -l ... P2-:-4 ~
,
16"
10" P2-3 '\
,r,
-
-
"k~ ~=-=16~1I~\-;r- 1 i
60" .,
4.0"
60"
.L I
24" '116" I '
::r~, I- Pl-2Pl-4 " 16"7" Pl-l ....,i-
,Pl-3
12"5"Ik ~
1
' ...
l~r-------P-3_-2-' }oP
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'Table J!.
Test .. Besults
Tensile
Strength
Mh(4)
~
o Oomp-uted
.,-l
~ Ini~ial
(l) Type Yield~ Moment
o Mh(i)
Tensile vs Compression strength Fracture Strength (1st. FractQre)
1------r-;...",...-=---=-....,..--~T_....:.:...-_4-Oom- Mh(4) .. ( )Natux.,6 a Mom.. ent n~t~opressive • Rat~o ~ •
StrendGh Tension of at M( )/M( )
5' Fracture Fractu.re '''n 4 "n F
Mh(4) Compression Mh(F)
Weld
~ity
Straight Connections
I D 4 597
E 4 597
F 4 597
I ,A,T/f31'a€!f3
Igauncu3d Connections
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Poor
Fair
Good
1.34
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.13
1.12
1.02
1.26
361
609
686
674
552
506~
960
832
Fracture
Crack
Frac·ture
Fract1:l.!'S
Fracture
Fract1ll''3
Fr~cture
Crack
None
0.89
1.09
1.10
1.17
1.30
1.31
1.20
1.11 I
10271
1.13
1.02
I
548
560
624
fY/6
574
800
751
804
844
eVe) 555
555
486
976
1050
1015
[1014
613
686
674
(1)625
565 .
454
454
454
454
4:76
4'76
A 2
K 8B
L 8B
M 8B
V,VcI8B
W ·BB·
,
750
524
781
793
728
720
1.07
1.10
None
orack * Fair
.OU.Tved Connections·
1.04
1.00
1.03
1170
1168
979
None
Cra.~k
Crack
orack
1.04
0.99
0.99
1.09
11 • 03 1
1296
1228
1180
915
1358
1220
1169
1006
970
840
883
620
Averaf!P
~ Fracture occurred after maximum. load
(a) eTack - means a ve17 smaJ.l separation - not usuaJ.ly visible - did. not affect strength.
FJ.'8.cture- means a separa'liion that developed to the point of oeing -visillie.
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Notes on Weld Fractures
Connoo,·
tion Type of Fracture
, Nature of
Weld Failur'e
F:raet~A Exterior: Poor penetration»"shear-tear" failure.
Interior: Failure started at one side where there was
poor penetration; progressed to the other side of
flange as a ductile (shear) tear.
Web: "Poor penetration" type of failure; web pulled
out from the weld.
B No crack. None
C Very poor weld$ crack formed, but was n.o longer visi- Crack
ble arter end of test$ weld is irregular and condu~-
cive of fracture due to stress-concentration.
, ,
D The first tear (outside) involved a shear failure in Fracture
an undersized weld; back-up pass was never deposited;
failure in web attachment started in shearJ) shifted
to IIshear-tear" (poor pen.etration)>> and back to shear;
poor weld ~t the opposite corner; the failure is also
ductile with local necking in evidence. '
E No cracks visible at end of test; appearance of both Crack
critical welds is poor. Much unde~cutting~
I Cracks vi.sible during test but IIclos~d up" at end of
test.
J Cracks at junction of radial stiffener and inner
flange; a'el,osed up" at end or. test"
K Penetration pull-out (below the fp.sion line); shear
failure in weld as the secondary crack" ., .
L Weld has better appearance than Conna,oti'on K; m~re
shear failure» but considerable penetrat1onpull-
out below fusion line -- flange"
r
'.
F
G
H
Appearance is, the best of the seriesz no fractures
were observed; some undercutting.
None
Crack not visible; audible during test.
None
None
. Crack
Crack
Crack
Fracture
Fra~ture
M Similar behavior to L$ some penetration failure at
web; welds only fair~ same undercutting"
Vc None
Fracture
None
V Crack at b0ttom of diagonal stiffener weld on both
sides of web and crack at top of inside column
flange. ' ,
W Crack at bottom of diagonal s~iffener weld on both
sides of web and crack at top of inside column
fla.nge"
Crack
Fracture
r
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Fig. 5 Typical test set-up (Connection G) 5
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Fig. 7 Connection W. Note crack between
diagonal stiffener and inside flange
Fig. 8 Connection V at end of test
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Fig. 13 In Connection D weld failure and
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(c) Comparison of Approximate Moments (in-k.) at Local Buckling
Type of Load CONNECTIONA K L M D E F V W
Compression 520 530 590 530 710 785 760 440 (440)
Tension
- -
685 665 910 950 860 585 485
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